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Excel 2013 Pivot Table Data Crunching Sep 01 2022 CRUNCH ANY DATA, FROM ANY SOURCE,
QUICKLY AND EASILY, WITH EXCEL 2013 PIVOT TABLES! Use Excel 2013 pivot tables and pivot
charts to produce powerful, dynamic reports in minutes instead of hours… understand exactly
what’s going on in your business… take control, and stay in control! Even if you’ve never created a
pivot table before, this book will help you leverage all their amazing flexibility and analytical power.
In just the first seven chapters, you learn how to generate complex pivot reports complete with drilldown capabilities and accompanying charts. Then, you go even further, discovering how to build a
comprehensive, dynamic pivot table reporting system for any business task or function. Learning
advanced pivot table and pivot chart techniques for Excel 2013 or the newest Office 365 has never
been easier. You’ll find simple, step-by-step instructions, real-world case studies, even complete,
easy recipes for solving your most common business analysis problems. • Create, customize, and
change your pivot tables and pivot charts • Transform gigantic data sets into crystal-clear summary
reports • Summarize and analyze data even faster with new Excel 2013 recommended pivot tables •
Instantly highlight your most (and least) profitable customers, products, or regions • Quickly filter
pivot tables using slicers • Use dynamic dashboards using Power View to see exactly where your
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business stands right now • Revamp analyses on the fly by simply dragging and dropping fields •
Build dynamic self-service reporting systems your entire team can use • Use PowerPivot or the Data
Model to create pivot tables from multiple data sources and worksheets • Work with and analyze
OLAP data, and much more About MrExcel Library: Every book in the MrExcel Library pinpoints a
specific set of crucial Excel tasks and presents focused skills and examples for performing them
rapidly and effectively. Selected by Bill Jelen, Microsoft Excel MVP and mastermind behind the
leading Excel solutions website MrExcel.com, these books will • Dramatically increase your
productivity—saving you 50 hours a year or more • Present proven, creative strategies for solving
real-world problems • Show you how to get great results, no matter how much data you have • Help
you avoid critical mistakes that even experienced users make CATEGORY: Spreadsheets COVERS:
Microsoft Office Excel 2013
Exponential Organizations Jun 17 2021 Frost & Sullivan's 2014 Growth, Innovation, and
Leadership Book of the Year "EXPONENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS should be required reading for
anyone interested in the ways exponential technologies are reinventing best practices in business."
—Ray Kurzweil, Director of Engineering at Google In business, performance is key. In performance,
how you organize can be the key to growth. In the past five years, the business world has seen the
birth of a new breed of company—the Exponential Organization—that has revolutionized how a
company can accelerate its growth by using technology. An ExO can eliminate the incremental,
linear way traditional companies get bigger, leveraging assets like community, big data, algorithms,
and new technology into achieving performance benchmarks ten times better than its peers. Three
luminaries of the business world—Salim Ismail, Yuri van Geest, and Mike Malone—have researched
this phenomenon and documented ten characteristics of Exponential Organizations. Here, in
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EXPONENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS, they walk the reader through how any company, from a startup
to a multi-national, can become an ExO, streamline its performance, and grow to the next level.
"EXPONENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS is the most pivotal book in its class. Salim examines the future of
organizations and offers readers his insights on the concept of Exponential Organizations, because
he himself embodies the strategy, structure, culture, processes, and systems of this new breed of
company." —John Hagel, The Center for the Edge Chosen by Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister of
Israel, to be one of Bloomberg's Best Books of 2015
Dossiê iPhone Jul 31 2022 Saiba tudo sobre este celular que é computador, máquina fotgráfica, GPS,
tocador de mp3, calculadora, agenda, videogame, gravador e também envia e-mail, SMS, edita
textos, planilhas e tudo isso só com o toque dos seus dedos: - Conheça as diferenças entre as três
gerações do iPhone. - Entenda todas as funções do seu aparelho: configurações e ícones. - Veja as
vantagens do 3GS sobre os concorrentes. - Conecte-se ao iTunes e aproveite as milhares de
facilidades e vantagens desse programa. - Deixe o iPhone com a sua cara. - Sincronize os seus
arquivos e economize tempo. - Configure seus e-mails e o Wi-Fi. - Aproveite todas as facilidades do
GPS. - Descubra os melhores aplicativos: Savy Soda, Bento, Geo Tag, QuickOffice, OffMaps, Twitter
e muitos outros.
Weed and Pest Control Jun 05 2020 This book covers alternative insect control strategies, such as
the allelopathy phenomenon, tactics in integrated pest management of opportunistic generalist
insect species, biological control of root pathogens, insect pest control by polyculture strategy,
application of several integrated pest management programs, irrigation tactics and soil physical
processes, and carbon stocks to manage weeds.
ROS Robotics By Example Jan 01 2020 Bring life to your robot using ROS robotic applications About
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This Book This book will help you boost your knowledge of ROS and give you advanced practical
experience you can apply to your ROS robot platforms This is the only book that offers you step-bystep instructions to solidify your ROS understanding and gain experience using ROS tools From
eminent authors, this book offers you a plethora of fun-filled examples to make your own
quadcopter, turtlebot, and two-armed robots Who This Book Is For If you are a robotics developer,
whether a hobbyist, researchers or professional, and are interested in learning about ROS through a
hands-on approach, then this book is for you. You are encouraged to have a working knowledge of
GNU/Linux systems and Python. What You Will Learn Get to know the fundamentals of ROS and
apply its concepts to real robot examples Control a mobile robot to navigate autonomously in an
environment Model your robot designs using URDF and Xacro, and operate them in a ROS Gazebo
simulation Control a 7 degree-of-freedom robot arm for visual servoing Fly a quadcopter to
autonomous waypoints Gain working knowledge of ROS tools such as Gazebo, rviz, rqt, and Move-It
Control robots with mobile devices and controller boards In Detail The visionaries who created ROS
developed a framework for robotics centered on the commonality of robotic systems and exploited
this commonality in ROS to expedite the development of future robotic systems. From the
fundamental concepts to advanced practical experience, this book will provide you with an
incremental knowledge of the ROS framework, the backbone of the robotics evolution. ROS
standardizes many layers of robotics functionality from low-level device drivers to process control to
message passing to software package management. This book provides step-by-step examples of
mobile, armed, and flying robots, describing the ROS implementation as the basic model for other
robots of these types. By controlling these robots, whether in simulation or in reality, you will use
ROS to drive, move, and fly robots using ROS control. Style and approach This is an easy-to-follow
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guide with hands-on examples of ROS robots, both real and in simulation.
Programming Robots with ROS May 29 2022 Chapter 3. Topics; Publishing to a Topic; Checking
That Everything Works as Expected; Subscribing to a Topic; Checking That Everything Works as
Expected; Latched Topics; Defining Your Own Message Types; Defining a New Message; Using Your
New Message; When Should You Make a New Message Type?; Mixing Publishers and Subscribers;
Summary; Chapter 4. Services; Defining a Service; Implementing a Service; Checking That
Everything Works as Expected; Other Ways of Returning Values from a Service; Using a Service;
Checking That Everything Works as Expected; Other Ways to Call Services; Summary.
Follow the Geeks Oct 29 2019
Gemini PDA Official User Guide Jan 13 2021 This book is the Official User Guide for the Gemini
PDA mobile device by Planet Computers. Launched in 2018, the Gemini PDA is one of the first
examples of pocketable 4G Mobile Internet devices with an integrated keyboard. This book covers
setting up of your Gemini PDA, as well as valuable advice on how to use and maintain the device,
maximise your productivity, and use the Gemini for enjoyment and entertainment. The author of the
book is Mike Halsey, who also runs the Gemini PDA User Group on Facebook. The forword is written
by Dr Janko Mrsic-Flogel, CEO of Planet Computers. The book includes... Getting Started Working
on the Gemini PDA Using the Gemini as a Phone Using the Gemini as a PDA Using Google Android
Tips & Tricks Making Android More Accessible & Easier to Use Security & Backups Using the
Gemini for Work & Remote Access Installing an Alternative Firmware
Strategic Writing for UX May 17 2021 When you depend on users to perform specific actions—like
buying tickets, playing a game, or riding public transit—well-placed words are most effective. But
how do you choose the right words? And how do you know if they work? With this practical book,
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you’ll learn how to write strategically for UX, using tools to build foundational pieces for UI text and
UX voice strategy. UX content strategist Torrey Podmajersky provides strategies for converting,
engaging, supporting, and re-attracting users. You’ll use frameworks and patterns for content,
methods to measure the content’s effectiveness, and processes to create the collaboration necessary
for success. You’ll also structure your voice throughout so that the brand is easily recognizable to its
audience. Learn how UX content works with the software development lifecycle Use a framework to
align the UX content with product principles Explore content-first design to root UX text in
conversation Learn how UX text patterns work with different voices Produce text that’s purposeful,
concise, conversational, and clear
Nineteen Eighty-Four Aug 27 2019 "Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as "1984", is
a dystopian social science fiction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It was published on 8 June
1949 by Secker & Warburg as Orwell's ninth and final book completed in his lifetime. Thematically,
"Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance, and
repressive regimentation of persons and behaviours within society. Orwell, himself a democratic
socialist, modelled the authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist Russia. More broadly,
the novel examines the role of truth and facts within politics and the ways in which they are
manipulated. The story takes place in an imagined future, the year 1984, when much of the world
has fallen victim to perpetual war, omnipresent government surveillance, historical negationism, and
propaganda. Great Britain, known as Airstrip One, has become a province of a totalitarian superstate
named Oceania that is ruled by the Party who employ the Thought Police to persecute individuality
and independent thinking. Big Brother, the leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult of personality
despite the fact that he may not even exist. The protagonist, Winston Smith, is a diligent and skillful
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rank-and-file worker and Outer Party member who secretly hates the Party and dreams of rebellion.
He enters into a forbidden relationship with a colleague, Julia, and starts to remember what life was
like before the Party came to power.
Android User Interface Design Feb 11 2021 Build Android 6 Material Design Apps That Are
Stunningly Attractive, Functional, and Intuitive As Android development has matured and grown
increasingly competitive, developers have recognized the crucial importance of good design. With
Material Design, Google introduced its most radical visual changes ever, and made effective design
even more essential. Android 6 and the design support library continue to push mobile design
forward. In Android User Interface Design, Second Edition, leading Android developer and user
experience (UX) advocate Ian G. Clifton shows how to combine exceptional usability and outstanding
visual appeal. Clifton helps you build apps that new users can succeed with instantly: apps that
leverage users’ previous experience previous experience, reflect platform conventions, and never
test their patience. You won’t need any design experience: Clifton walks you through the entire
process, from wireframes and flowcharts to finished apps with polished animations and advanced
compositing. You’ll find hands-on case studies and extensive downloadable sample code, including
complete finished apps. • Integrate Material Design into backward compatible Android 6 apps •
Understand views, the building blocks of Android user interfaces • Make the most of wireframes and
conceptual prototypes • Apply user-centered design throughout • Master the essentials of
typography and iconography • Use custom themes and styles for consistent visuals • Handle inputs
and scrolling • Create beautiful transition animations • Use advanced components like spans and
image caches • Work with the canvas, color filters, shaders, and image compositing • Combine
multiple views into efficient custom components • Customize views to meet unique drawing or
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interaction requirements • Maximize downloads by designing compelling app store assets Step by
step, this guide bridges the gap between Android developers and designers, so you can collaborate
on world-class app designs...or do it all yourself! “This well-presented, easy-to-grasp book gets to the
heart of Android User Interface Design. Well worth the reading time!” --Dr. Adam Porter, University
of Maryland, Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering "Ian's grasp of Android is
fantastic, and this book is a great read for any developer or designer. I've personally worked on 30+
Android applications, and I was learning new tips with every chapter." --Cameron Banga, Lead
Designer, 9magnets, LLC
The Ghost of Graylock Nov 10 2020 Does an abandoned asylum hold the key to a frightful
haunting? Everyone's heard the stories about Graylock Hall. It was meant to be a place of healing - a
hospital where children and teenagers with mental disorders would be cared for and perhaps even
cured. But something went wrong. Several young patients died under mysterious circumstances.
Eventually, the hospital was shut down, the building abandoned and left to rot deep in the woods. As
the new kid in town, Neil Cady wants to see Graylock for himself. Especially since rumor has it that
the building is haunted. He's got fresh batteries in his flashlight, a camera to document the
adventure, and a new best friend watching his back. Neil might think he's prepared for what he'll
find in the dark and decrepit asylum. But he's certainly not prepared for what follows him home. . . .
Scary, suspenseful, and surprising, Dan Poblocki's latest ghost story will keep you turning pages
deep into the dead of night.
Learning QGIS Jun 29 2022 The latest guide to using QGIS 2.14 to create great maps and perform
geoprocessing tasks with ease About This Book Learn how to work with various data and create
beautiful maps using this easy-to-follow guide. Give a touch of professionalism to your maps both for
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functionality and look and feel with the help of this practical guide. A progressive hands-on guide
that builds on a geo-spatial data and adds more reactive maps by using geometry tools. Who This
Book Is For This book is great for users, developers, and consultants who know the basic functions
and processes of GIS and want to learn to use QGIS to analyze geospatial data and create rich
mapping applications. If you want to take advantage of the wide range of functionalities that QGIS
offers, then this is the book for you. What You Will Learn Install QGIS and get familiar with the user
interface Load vector and raster data from files, databases, and web services Create, visualize, and
edit spatial data Perform geoprocessing tasks and automate them Create advanced cartographic
outputs Design great print maps Expand QGIS using Python In Detail QGIS is a user-friendly open
source geographic information system (GIS) that runs on Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, and Windows. The
popularity of open source geographic information systems and QGIS in particular has been growing
rapidly over the last few years. Learning QGIS Third Edition is a practical, hands-on guide updated
for QGIS 2.14 that provides you with clear, step-by-step exercises to help you apply your GIS
knowledge to QGIS. Through clear, practical exercises, this book will introduce you to working with
QGIS quickly and painlessly. This book takes you from installing and configuring QGIS to handling
spatial data to creating great maps. You will learn how to load and visualize existing spatial data and
create data from scratch. You will get to know important plugins, perform common geoprocessing
and spatial analysis tasks and automate them with Processing. We will cover how to achieve great
cartographic output and print maps. Finally, you will learn how to extend QGIS using Python and
even create your own plugin. Style and approach A step by step approach to explain concepts of
Geospatial map with the help of real life examples
Revista Gadgets Nov 03 2022 Es una revista especializada en el sector tecnológico, donde podrás
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encontrar las últimas innovaciones tecnológicas implementadas en productos de consumo. El
contenido incluye secciones de fotografía y video digital, telefonía celular, computadoras portátiles y
de escritorio, accesorios y periféricos electrónicos, además de otros dispositivos portátiles, como los
MP3 y MP4, así como lo último en alta definición (Blu Ray) y pantallas de LCD y plasma. Por otro
lado, se incluyen evaluaciones técnicas de diversos componentes, los principales estrenos en la
cartelera cinematográfica, los más recientes lanzamientos en DVD y Videojuegos, y por último, la
sección de estilo de vida, con información variada sobre los gadgets y accesorios que te harán la
vida más fácil.
Crop Wild Relatives Jun 25 2019 Crop wild relatives (CWR) are plant species which are more or less
closely related to crops. They are a vital resource by providing a pool of genetic variation that can be
used in breeding new and better adapted varieties of crops that are resistant to stress, disease,
drought and other factors. They will be increasingly important in allowing crops to adapt to the
impacts of climate, thus safeguarding future agricultural production. Until recently, the main
conservation strategy adopted for CWR has been ex situ - through the maintenance of samples as
seed or vegetative material in various kinds of genebank or other facilities. Now the need to
conserve CWR in their natural surroundings (in situ) is increasingly recognized. Recent research coordinated by Bioversity International has produced a wealth of information on good practices and
lessons learned for their effective conservation. This book captures the important practical
experiences of countries participating in this work and describes them for the wider conservation
community. It includes case studies and examples from Armenia, Bolivia, Madagascar, Sri Lanka and
Uzbekistan, which are important centres of diversity for crop wild relatives, and covers four
geographical regions - the Caucasus, South America, Africa and the Asia-Pacific Region. It provides
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practical, relevant information and guidance for the scaling-up of actions targeting CWR
conservation around the world.
Breakfast with Lucian Jul 27 2019 For ten years Geordie Greig was among a very small group of
friends who regularly met Lucian Freud for breakfast at Clarke’s restaurant on Kensington Church
Street. Over tea and the morning papers, Freud would recount stories of his past and discuss art. It
was, in effect, Freud’s private salon. In this kaleidoscopic memoir, Greig remembers Freud’s stories:
of death threats; escaping from Nazi Germany; falling out with his brother Clement; loathing his
mother; painting David Hockney; sleeping with horses; escaping the Krays; painting the Queen; his
controversial role as a father; and why Velázquez was the greatest painter. It is revelatory about his
art, his lovers, his children, his enemies and his love of gambling. Freud dared never to do dull,
speaking candidly of dancing with Garbo as well as painting Kate Moss naked. Those closest to him,
after decades of silence and secrecy, have spoken frankly about what life was like living, loving or
sitting for the greatest figurative portraitist of the twentieth century. Partly based on hours of taped
conversations with the artist and his circle, and drawing on interviews with those who knew Freud
intimately – including many girlfriends, models, dealers and bookmakers – Breakfast with Lucian is
an intimate portrait of the artist as a young and old man. Illustrated with many unseen photographs
of Freud, it is a uniquely fascinating, personal and authoritative account of one of the greatest
British painters of this century and the last, and a profile of a man who makes everyone else's life
seem less lived.
The Service Startup Oct 22 2021 A practical guide to integrate Design Thinking and Lean Startup in
the service era. "Pinheiro will inspire you to think differently about business, design, education, and
- perhaps most importantly - the way you work every day." - Kerry Bodine, co-author of Outside In:
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The Power of Putting Customers at the Center of Your Business "In this book, Tenny offers some
extremely valid and hard-hitting criticism regarding the ideals surrounding the dictate of building a
Minimum Viable Product. Agreed on many fronts but I found his reinvention of these principles when
applied to the service industry to be extremely insightful. The concept of a Minimum Valuable
Service is unique, new and sets goals intended to deliver maximum value with measurable
results.This is a must read for anyone in the global innovation economy." - Rick Rasmussen,
NestGSV. International Business development. This book is a practical guide that explores how
startup entrepreneurs and business leaders, who hold no Design degrees, can integrate Service
Design into their development cycles in order to create sustainable, desirable and profitable new
services. In the first part, Tenny explores the reasons why startups need to move away from the
"make and sell" industrial logic we've been exploiting over the last century. To take its place he
proposes a new service oriented mindset that carries the idea of "learn, use and remember" users'
journeys. He also discusses the challenges our industrial society is facing and how the combination
of design with a service oriented mentality can be key to help new and existent businesses make this
shift. In the second part, he will take you on a journey through the MVS - Minimum Valuable Service
- model. This model can seamlessly integrate Service Design into the Lean Startup or any Agile
development cycle. It adds the human values needed to foster service innovations within the Lean's
scientific approach. In this part of the book you will learn tools, methods and practices that will help
you get your hands dirty with design. At some point every adventure requires a great guide, and this
journey into the heart of the new is led impeccably by Tenny Pinheiro. Slyly sidestepping the pitfalls
of the Lean Startup approach, he skillfully navigates us through to a deeper understanding of the
forces shaping the evolving service economy. By trusting the wisdom of the many to help design the
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next phase of business, his approach taps into an inexhaustible source of creativity and innovation.
The Service Startup is a trusty roadmap that you will long keep by your side. As Tenny might
suggest: learn it, use it, and remember it. - Jamer Hunt, Parsons The New School for Design.
Director for the graduate Program in Transdisciplinary Design. "I'll admit it: I enjoy seeing someone
who knows their stuff re-assemble and improve on the work of an adjacent profession. Tenny calls
out what's lacking in the Lean Startup approach, in the most thorough and insightful ways. In the
spirit of iteration, he's taken an existing approach and improved on it. If only all criticism were this
good. I enjoyed his delightfully nuanced views on the world of services - how they're perceived,
experienced, and remembered - as well as his historical perspectives on the worlds of design,
business and marketing. Opinionated but also well-informed, this is a pragmatic, human-centric take
on designing and delivering services that I'd recommend to anyone whose work affects other people.
- Chad Thornton, Experience Designer, Airbnb""
The New Oxford American Dictionary May 05 2020 Produced by Oxford's American Dictionaries
Program, and drawing on the expertise of scores of American scholars and advisors, The New Oxford
American Dictionary sets the standard of excellence for lexicography in this country.Here is the
most accurate and richly descriptive picture of American English ever offered in any dictionary.
Oxford's American editors drew on our 200-million-word databank of contemporary North American
English, plus the unrivaled citation files of the world-renowned Oxford English Dictionary. We
started with American evidence--an unparalleled resource unique to Oxford. Our staff logged more
than 50 editor-years, checking every entry and every definition. Oxford's ongoing North American
Reading Program, begun in the early 1980s, keeps our lexicographers in touch with fresh evidence
of our language and usage--in novels and newspapers, in public records and magazines, and on-line,
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too.To provide unprecedented clarity, the entries are organized around core meanings, reflecting the
way people think about words and eliminating the clutter and confusion of a traditional dictionary
entry. Each entry plainly shows the major meaning or meanings of the word, plus any related senses,
arranged in intuitive constellations of connected meanings. Definitions are supplemented by
illustrative, in-context examples of actual usage.This major new edition of The New Oxford American
Dictionary includes a guide to the pronunciations on every page, a new etymology essay by Anatoly
Liberman, completely updated and revised maps, and more than a thousand new entries, covering
everything new in our language from low-carb to warblog and beyond.The New Oxford American
Dictionary is designed to serve the user clearly, simply, and quickly, with the precise guidance you
expect from Oxford University Press. With in-depth and up-to-date coverage that all users need and
expect--for reading and study, for technical terms, for language guidance--it continues the tradition
of scholarship and lexicographic excellence that are the hallmarks of every Oxford dictionary.Web
SiteA companion web site is now available at www.oup.com/us/noad.
I Am My Brand Nov 30 2019 Shortlisted for the 2020 Business Book Awards I Am My Brand is a
toolkit for personal brand success. Featuring dynamic female brand builders from around the world,
the book is a woven tapestry of personal brand advice with storytelling and support that offers a
practical guide for female entrepreneurs, freelancers and executives. I Am My Brand explores the
techniques used by different women across cultures to build their personal brand, as well as the
challenges they faced and their paths to overcoming them. Focused on the skills needed to succeed,
their stories – coupled with the author's expertise – will support readers on their own journey to
brand success and self-empowerment in work and life. The book is written in a down-to-earth style,
with light entertainment and real-life anecdotes, providing insights into how to create, package and
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grow your personal brand. Written by one of the most influential female brand builders in the UK, I
Am My Brand is a testament to the power of being a woman and illustrates what it takes to build a
powerful female brand in today's male dominated business world.
Elogio de la literatura Nov 22 2021 Conversación epistolar entre el eminente sociólogo Zygmunt
Bauman y el editor y traductor italiano Riccardo Mazzeo sobre la relación «líquida» entre sociología
y literatura, entre las ciencias sociales y las artes en general. Según Bauman y Mazzeo, para
interpretar nuestra realidad y nuestro mundo es necesario entrelazar literatura y sociología,
psicoanálisis y filosofía, antropología y política; disciplinas complementarias que además de
compartir argumentos, objetivos y campos de investigación, se alimentan recíprocamente con su
compleja red de metáforas y discursos. En este sentido, el libro está repleto de referencias
culturales y reflexiones inspiradas en autores como Calvino, Camus, Littell, Proust, Freud, Goethe,
Perec o Kundera, que ayudan a entender y explicar el declive de la sociedad, la importancia de la
educación, el valor de la libertad, la crisis de paternidad o los riesgos de la tecnología.
Programming Hive Apr 27 2022 Describes the features and functions of Apache Hive, the data
infrastructure for Hadoop.
Observing the User Experience Sep 20 2021 Table of contents
Obama's BlackBerry Dec 24 2021 When Obama stated that if elected, he would keep his Blackberry,
debate echoed through Washington and among the ranks of the Secret Service. What would it be
like to have a president who could Twitter, send text messages, and navigate the web with ease?
What would it be like to receive a text message from inside the Oval Office and, most importantly,
what would it say? Now, for the first time, We The People are privy to our new leader's epistolary
back-and-forths on his wily hand-held device. We're about to discover that his emails (and the
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replies, from his wife and daughters, Biden, Palen, Rush, Hannity, the new first puppy, and even
Bush) are so tuned in to the language of electronic correspondence they come hilariously close to
the brink of legibility. This giftable, imagined glimpse into Obama's beloved Blackberry traverses the
mundane and momentous contours of the Commander in Chief's life, from security briefings to
spam, basketball practice to domestic bliss, and the panic of oops-I-hit-reply-all, to, of course, the
trauma of dealing with the First Mother In Law. To wit: BidenMyTime: Hey U, whatcha doin?
BARACKO: M rly busy BidenMyTime: Right :( Can I lv at 4:45?
BlackBerry Planet Mar 03 2020 BlackBerry Planet is a new tribe of people who simply cannot get
along without their favorite device, Research in Motion’s innovative electronic organizer, the
BlackBerry. This omnipresent device has gone beyond being the world’s foremost mobile business
tool and entered the consumer mainstream as the Swiss Army Knife of smart phones. BlackBerry
Planet tells the behind-the-scenes story of how this little device has become the machine that
connects the planet. Starting with the early years of Mike Lazaridis’ invention and his founding of
RIM at age 23, it details his drive to innovate, developing what was a glorified pager into the
essential corporate communicator, used by everyone from dealmakers to the Queen, from movie
stars to the entire US Congress. Since 1992, Lazaridis and co-CEO Jim Balsillie together have been
the driving force behind the RIM story. With access to senior staffers and former RIM employees,
BlackBerry Planet tells the inside story about the branding and marketing success of the BlackBerry,
from its use during 9/11, which earned RIM a reputation for security and reliability, to the cultural
adoption of the iconic device as a must-have symbol, to the backlash against the addictive properties
of the “CrackBerry,” and the various patent suits RIM has had to fight off – including the five-year
court battle that resulted in the largest technology patent settlement in US history. As the incredible
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story of the BlackBerry unfolds, and as RIM battles global giants like Nokia and Apple in the
emerging super-phone marketplace, users, fans, investors and competitors can look to BlackBerry
Planet for the insight and context of where they’ve been, to try and predict where they’re going.
The Java EE 7 Tutorial Sep 28 2019 The Java EE 7 Tutorial: Volume 1, Fifth Edition, is a taskoriented, example-driven guide to developing enterprise applications for the Java Platform,
Enterprise Edition 7 (Java EE 7). Written by members of the Java EE documentation team at Oracle,
this book provides new and intermediate Java programmers with a deep understanding of the
platform. This guide includes descriptions of platform features and provides instructions for using
the latest versions of NetBeans IDE and GlassFish Server Open Source Edition. The book introduces
platform basics, including resource creation, resource injection, and packaging. It covers JavaServer
Faces, Java Servlets, the Java API for WebSocket, the Java API for JSON Processing (JSON-P),
internationalization and localization, Bean Validation, Contexts and Dependency Injection for Java
EE (CDI), and web services (JAX-WS and JAX-RS).
Info exame Aug 20 2021
Head First Mobile Web Apr 03 2020 Mobile web usage is exploding. Soon, more web browsing will
take place on phones and tablets than PCs. Your business needs a mobile strategy, but where do you
start? Head First Mobile Web shows how to use the web tech- nology you’re already familiar with to
make sites and apps that work on any device of any size. Put your JavaScript, CSS media query, and
HTML5 skills to work, and then optimize your site to perform its best in the demanding mobile
market. Along the way, you’ll discover how to adapt your business strategy to target specific
devices. Navigate the increasingly complex mobile landscape Take both technical and strategic
approaches to mobile web design Use the latest development techniques—including Responsive Web
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Design and server-side device detection with WURFL Learn quickly through images, puzzles, stories,
and quizzes We think your time is too valuable to waste struggling with new concepts. Using the
latest research in cognitive science and learning theory to craft a multi-sensory learning experience,
Head First Mobile Web uses a visually rich format designed for the way your brain works, not a textheavy approach that puts you to sleep.
In Darkest Africa Jul 07 2020
CrackBerry Aug 08 2020 A delayed train, a dip in the conversation, an early morning hour with no
sleep—during these moments, do you feel an overwhelming urge to grab your BlackBerry? Do you
know someone else who does? If the answer is yes, then look no further than this one-of-a-kind
book... CrackBerry: True Tales of Blackberry Use and Abuse covers the phenomenon of “BlackBerry
Addiction,” offering true-life accounts of BlackBerry dependence and mishaps. You'll find comfort
and humor in the unbelievable tales of BlackBerry abuse and also learn some valuable tips along the
way. The definitive guide to responsible BlackBerry use. How to tame and get the most out of your
BlackBerry device BlackBerry etiquette guidelines This book offers a comprehensive "12 Step Plan"
for BlackBerry users and abusers. It's a must have if you own a BlackBerry, and maybe it's the
perfect gift for a friend who is showing signs of a BlackBerry addiction.
Qué pasa Sep 08 2020
Revista Gadgets Mar 15 2021 Es una revista especializada en el sector tecnológico, donde podrás
encontrar las últimas innovaciones tecnológicas implementadas en productos de consumo. El
contenido incluye secciones de fotografía y video digital, telefonía celular, computadoras portátiles y
de escritorio, accesorios y periféricos electrónicos, además de otros dispositivos portátiles, como los
MP3 y MP4, así como lo último en alta definición (Blu Ray) y pantallas de LCD y plasma. Por otro
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lado, se incluyen evaluaciones técnicas de diversos componentes, los principales estrenos en la
cartelera cinematográfica, los más recientes lanzamientos en DVD y Videojuegos, y por último, la
sección de estilo de vida, con información variada sobre los gadgets y accesorios que te harán la
vida más fácil.
The UX Book Jul 19 2021 The discipline of user experience (UX) design has matured into a confident
practice and this edition reflects, and in some areas accelerates, that evolution. Technically this is
the second edition of The UX Book, but so much of it is new, it is more like a sequel. One of the
major positive trends in UX is the continued emphasis on design—a kind of design that highlights the
designer’s creative skills and insights and embodies a synthesis of technology with usability,
usefulness, aesthetics, and meaningfulness to the user. In this edition a new conceptual top-down
design framework is introduced to help readers with this evolution. This entire edition is oriented
toward an agile UX lifecycle process, explained in the funnel model of agile UX, as a better match to
the now de facto standard agile approach to software engineering. To reflect these trends, even the
subtitle of the book is changed to “Agile UX design for a quality user experience . Designed as a
how-to-do-it handbook and field guide for UX professionals and a textbook for aspiring students, the
book is accompanied by in-class exercises and team projects. The approach is practical rather than
formal or theoretical. The primary goal is still to imbue an understanding of what a good user
experience is and how to achieve it. To better serve this, processes, methods, and techniques are
introduced early to establish process-related concepts as context for discussion in later chapters.
Winner of a 2020 Textbook Excellence Award (College) (Texty) from the Textbook and Academic
Authors Association A comprehensive textbook for UX/HCI/Interaction Design students readymade
for the classroom, complete with instructors’ manual, dedicated web site, sample syllabus, examples,
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exercises, and lecture slides Features HCI theory, process, practice, and a host of real world stories
and contributions from industry luminaries to prepare students for working in the field The only HCI
textbook to cover agile methodology, design approaches, and a full, modern suite of classroom
material (stemming from tried and tested classroom use by the authors)
Thinking In C++ (2Nd Edition) Dec 12 2020
CMake Cookbook Feb 23 2022 Learn CMake through a series of task-based recipes that provide you
with practical, simple, and ready-to-use CMake solutions for your code Key FeaturesLearn to
configure, build, test, and package software written in C, C++, and FortranProgress from simple to
advanced tasks with examples tested on Linux, macOS, and WindowsManage code complexity and
library dependencies with reusable CMake building blocksBook Description CMake is crossplatform, open-source software for managing the build process in a portable fashion. This book
features a collection of recipes and building blocks with tips and techniques for working with
CMake, CTest, CPack, and CDash. CMake Cookbook includes real-world examples in the form of
recipes that cover different ways to structure, configure, build, and test small- to large-scale code
projects. You will learn to use CMake's command-line tools and master modern CMake practices for
configuring, building, and testing binaries and libraries. With this book, you will be able to work with
external libraries and structure your own projects in a modular and reusable way. You will be wellequipped to generate native build scripts for Linux, MacOS, and Windows, simplify and refactor
projects using CMake, and port projects to CMake. What you will learnConfigure, build, test, and
install code projects using CMakeDetect operating systems, processors, libraries, files, and
programs for conditional compilationIncrease the portability of your codeRefactor a large codebase
into modules with the help of CMakeBuild multi-language projectsKnow where and how to tweak
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CMake configuration files written by somebody elsePackage projects for distributionPort projects to
CMakeWho this book is for If you are a software developer keen to manage build systems using
CMake or would like to understand and modify CMake code written by others, this book is for you. A
basic knowledge of C++, C, or Fortran is required to understand the topics covered in this book.
Cyberpragmatics Mar 27 2022 Cyberpragmatics is an analysis of Internet-mediated communication
from the perspective of cognitive pragmatics. It addresses a whole range of interactions that can be
found on the Net: the web page, chat rooms, instant messaging, social networking sites, 3D virtual
worlds, blogs, videoconference, e-mail, Twitter, etc. Of special interest is the role of intentions and
the quality of interpretations when these Internet-mediated interactions take place, which is often
affected by the textual properties of the medium. The book also analyses the pragmatic implications
of transferring offline discourses (e.g. printed paper, advertisements) to the screen-framed space of
the Net. And although the main framework is cognitive pragmatics, the book also draws from other
theories and models in order to build up a better picture of what really happens when people
communicate on the Net. This book will interest analysts doing research on computer-mediated
communication, university students and researchers undergoing post-graduate courses or writing a
PhD thesis. Now Open Access as part of the Knowledge Unlatched 2017 Backlist Collection.
Viva Training in ENT Jan 25 2022 The range of topics which you may be questioned on during a final
ENT Viva exam can be very varied. Viva Training in ENT ensures you can answer any question
confidently and comprehensively, this book provides you with over 430 examples, mirroring exactly
the format of the examination questions and covering all the relevant areas of the curriculum.
Dedicated chapters on topics such as rhinology, head and neck, otology and paediatrics take you
through the types of scenarios that you are likely to face, often presenting you with a clinical
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example and asking you a range of questions to test not only your diagnostic skills, but also your
supporting knowledge. Three further chapters cover the clinical section of the exam involving
patients, and the operative surgery and communication skills stations. These chapters provide both
example scenarios and general advice on how to impress the examiners, giving you a thorough
grounding in how best to communicate your knowledge and complete tasks calmly and methodically.
For each question, detailed model answers and explanatory notes are provided, along with links to
relevant websites and key journal articles for further reference. Questions are supplemented with
over 85 illustrations and photographs, allowing you to review real examples of the conditions about
which you will be questioned. For any candidate wishing to complete the FRCS (ORL-HNS) or the
DOHNS Viva with professionalism and a real depth of knowledge, this book's detail and variety of
information will be invaluable. Its clear layout and topical structure also make it ideal for surgeons
wishing to refresh their clinical knowledge.
Learning scikit-learn: Machine Learning in Python Oct 02 2022 The book adopts a tutorial-based
approach to introduce the user to Scikit-learn.If you are a programmer who wants to explore
machine learning and data-based methods to build intelligent applications and enhance your
programming skills, this the book for you. No previous experience with machine-learning algorithms
is required.
The Media and Communications in Australia Oct 10 2020 This second edition offers a
systematic introduction to this dynamic and often bewidering field. Fully updated and revised to take
acount of the latest developments, it outlines the key media industries and explains how
communications technologies are impacting on them.
Learn QGIS Apr 15 2021 Learn to view, edit and analyse geospatial data using QGIS and Python 3
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Key FeaturesLeverage the power of QGIS to add professionalism to your mapsExplore and work with
the newly released features like Python 3, GeoPackage, 3D views, Print layouts in QGIS 3.4Build
your own plugins and customize maps using QT designerBook Description QGIS 3.4 is the first LTR
(long term release) of QGIS version 3. This is a giant leap forward for the project with tons of new
features and impactful changes. Learn QGIS is fully updated for QGIS 3.4, covering its processing
engine update, Python 3 de-facto coding environment, and the GeoPackage format. This book will
help you get started on your QGIS journey, guiding you to develop your own processing pathway.
You will explore the user interface, loading your data, editing, and then creating data. QGIS often
surprises new users with its mapping capabilities; you will discover how easily you can style and
create your first map. But that’s not all! In the final part of the book, you’ll learn about spatial
analysis and the powerful tools in QGIS, and conclude by looking at Python processing options. By
the end of the book, you will have become proficient in geospatial analysis using QGIS and Python.
What you will learnExplore various ways to load data into QGISUnderstand how to style data and
present it in a mapCreate maps and explore ways to expand themGet acquainted with the new
processing toolbox in QGIS 3.4Manipulate your geospatial data and gain quality insightsUnderstand
how to customize QGIS 3.4Work with QGIS 3.4 in 3DWho this book is for If you are a developer or
consultant familiar with the basic functions and processes of GIS and want to learn how to use QGIS
to analyze geospatial data and create rich mapping applications, this book is for you. You’ll also find
this book useful if you’re new to QGIS and wish to grasp its fundamentals
Android em ação, 3a ed Jan 31 2020 Android em ação, 3a edição, é um tutorial completo para
desenvolvedores do Android, o sistema operacional do Google que permite desenvolver aplicativos
móveis para tablets e smartphones. É baseado em Java e HTML5, o que o torna a plataforma mais
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ampla disponível atualmente. Destinado tanto a programadores profissionais como para aqueles que
programam por hobby, este livro cobre desde temas básicos importantes, como “O que é Android” e
a instalação e uso do ambiente de desenvolvimento (SDK), até exemplos práticos avançados de
tópicos de programação que qualquer desenvolvedor ficará feliz de ter à mão na sua prateleira de
referências. Apresenta material sobre aplicativos web para Android, sensores Bluetooth, AppWidgets
e adaptadores de integração, sempre acompanhados de exemplos bastante detalhados. Além disso,
foram incluídos dois capítulos sobre a escrita de apps em C. A novidade nesta terceira edição é o
conteúdo relacionado ao avanço do Android no espaço dos tablets e aos vários subsistemas dentro
dessa plataforma.
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